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MARKET OUTLOOK FOR JUNE 2021   
May 2021 saw India going through a challenging situation from second wave of Covid.  As a 
result of significant rise in Covid cases, states initiated restrictions / localized lockdowns to 
contain the spread. Despite losses from second Covid wave curtailing economic activities, 
equity markets in India remained broadly resilient. Indian markets performed strongly in May 
2021 with Nifty-50 (made a new high) and BSE Sensex gaining 6.5%. BSE Capital Goods, BSE 
Utilities and BSE Industrials gave return in excess of 10% in May 2021. S&P BSE small cap 
index moved up 8.9% in May. 

In US, the Consumer Price Index rose 4.2% from a year earlier. Federal Reserve has repeatedly 
stated that they are anticipating a short-term spike in prices and it is transitionary as the 
economy recovers. Minutes from the Federal Reserve’s April meeting showed that some 
officials felt that if the economy continued to make rapid progress toward the committee’s 
goals, it might be appropriate at some point in the upcoming meetings to begin discussing a 
plan for adjusting the pace of asset purchases. With investors worried, U.S. Federal Reserve 
officials restated their dovish monetary policy stance, playing down rising inflation and 
concerns about tightening of easy monetary policy, providing some assurance (Source: 
Reuters). The US President unveiled a US$6 lakh crore budget proposal to restore the nation’s 
infrastructure, expand the social safety net and combat income inequality (Source: Financial 
Post). 

India’s GDP grew at 1.6 per cent in Q4FY21. In FY21, the Indian economy contracted by 7.3%. 
April CPI inflation moderated to 4.29% as against 5.52% in March. The moderation in headline 
inflation should support MPC’s policy stance to prioritize growth. We expect headline CPI 
inflation to broadly remain within the RBI’s target band. March IIP increased by 22.4% as 
against a fall of 3.4% in February 2020 amid favourable base effects. On a sequential basis, 
March IIP went up by 10.8%, supported by year-end activity. GST collections were supported 
by year-end phenomenon and coupled with improved compliance. March GST collections 
(collected in April) were at an all-time high (Source: Finance Ministry Release). We note that 
the increase in GST collections was despite the resurgence in Covid infection rate. In the near 
term, sustainability of recent trend remains doubtful amidst the re-introduction of localized 
restrictions.  

The RBI’s central board approved the transfer of Rs99,122 cr as surplus to the central 
government for the accounting period of nine months ending March 31, 2021 (July 2020-March 
2021), while deciding to maintain the contingency risk buffer at 5.50% (Source: RBI Release). 
The transfer would be helpful in partially absorbing the impact of second wave of Covid on 
Government finances. The Government has further expanded the scope of Emergency Credit 
Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS). Under ECLGS 4.0, banks are allowed to extend loan 
repayment period disbursed under ECLGS 1.0 by another 12 months and further disburse 
additional 10% of loans if required (Source: Finance Ministry Release). We believe this would 
delay recognition and see regional private banks as key beneficiaries. 

The Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) has forecasted the Southwest monsoon 
seasonal (June to September) rainfall over the country as a whole is most likely to be normal. 
Quantitatively, the monsoon seasonal rainfall is likely to be 98% of the Long Period Average 
(LPA) with a model error of ± 5%. The IMD’s forecast of normal rainfall provides comfort to the 
MPC in relation to inflation. Expectation of third consecutive year of good monsoon, stable 
crop prices and higher Rabi crop output than the previous year gels well for demand in sectors 
like agrochemical, tractors and FMCG. Demand for agrochemicals is also likely to be supported 
by better ground water levels leading to better irrigation, improved commodity prices 
(especially for pulses and oilseeds) and better cash levels with farmers which is further aided 
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by recent increase in fertilizer subsidy. The above factors should support agrochemicals 
industry growth rates in the coming quarters.   

Sector Update 
The Union Cabinet approved Rs18,100 cr production-linked incentive (PLI) scheme for building 
giga factories to manufacture batteries. The boost towards local manufacturing along with 
scale benefits over time will bring down the cost of ownership for electric vehicles (EV) and 
increase their penetration. Start-ups like Ola are looking at stepping up the challenge in electric 
segment by launching electric scooter later this year. We believe the domestic electric scooter 
segment is set to grow exponentially over the medium term. Medium and Heavy Commercial 
Vehicle (MHCV) segment witnessed sequential recovery in 2HFY21. In the near term, MHCV 
industry growth is expected to be impacted from second wave of Covid. However, we expect 
the domestic MHCV industry to grow strongly over the next two years supported by recovery 
in economic activity, strong replacement demand and lower base effect. 

Strong realisation helped the ferrous companies to report record EBITDA/ton in Q4FY21 and 
we see further expansion in 1QFY22. Steel prices globally are at elevated levels and domestic 
prices continue to remain at a discount to import parity. Steel industry expects that the 
structural policy changes by China towards reducing steel exports and initiatives towards 
reducing carbon emissions shall help keep regional prices elevated.  We believe that domestic 
demand is witnessing headwinds due to second wave of COVID and sharp increase in steel 
prices. However, given the buoyant export market and export price being unusually higher than 
domestic market, primary steel producers have significantly increased exports. Given, the 
strong operating performance we expect deleverage to continue in the coming quarter also. 
On the non-ferrous front, we believe aluminium is well placed amid China supply risk and strong 
global demand. Chinese aluminium smelters are facing environment-led production 
restrictions whereas capacity cap may be limiting future additions (Source: Reuters). With 
strong sequential demand recovery, global utilization has reached a decade high, has limited 
spare capacity and thin pipeline of fresh additions. We forecast a deficit market from CY22E 
to keep aluminium prices elevated and foresee performance of Indian aluminium smelters 
should benefit from strong aluminium prices. 

Indian pharmaceutical companies are better placed to harness opportunities and report 
healthy growth going ahead. We expect over next few years, key drivers for growth will be 
improving product approvals and plant resolutions by the USFDA coupled with strong 
domestic market growth prospects. Also emerging opportunities in the API space will be 
significant driver as well as game changer for small and mid-sized companies. Indian pharma 
is thus emerging as a one-stop-shop for the world pharma markets. With the second/third 
wave of coronavirus hitting countries across the globe, diversifying supply chains of API and 
formulation suppliers keeps coming to the forefront. Thus Pharma sector remains amongst 
the few sectors that will continue its upward march. We feel the sector is well-poised to 
continue the current outperformance against broader index on account of structural changes. 
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Outlook 
The number of daily cases has fallen significantly and most of the districts containing large 
cities have seen a significant decline in the number of new cases. While the near-term growth 
trajectory remains at risk from a second wave of Covid infections, we expect the economy 
recovery to gradually gain pace with progress in vaccination. The market has largely looked 
through the second wave given consensus view of limited economic and earnings impact of 
this wave. Similar to last fiscal year, the first half of FY22 is going to be a challenge for 
Corporate India. There is hope of a recovery coming back in 2HFY22, provided we do not have 
a third wave.  

In terms of earnings, we are seeing better growth in the mid and small cap stocks than the 
large caps. After the sharp run and outperformance one needs to have a stock specific 
approach in the mid and small cap space. Looking at the input cost pressures and impact on 
demand, manufacturing sector is expected to witness negative operating leverage in the near 
term. Our preference is towards economy driven sectors and the ones that have got severely 
impacted due to the second wave. One can look to invest selectively in banks, IT services, 
housing finance, construction, insurance, oil & gas, metals, retailing and telecom sector. While 
the markets are strong, investors will continue to focus on daily caseload trajectory, phased 
lifting of lockdown restriction and vaccination ramp-up over the next few months. 

Key Risk 
 Potential risk of third wave of Covid pandemic which can impact economy and earnings 

growth projections 

 Rising inflation could lead to Central Banks rethinking their easy monetary policy 

 Elevated commodity prices continue to put cost pressure and risk to earnings largely in 
manufacturing sector 

 Increase in crude oil prices could impact economy and corporate earnings 

TOP INVESTMENT IDEAS  
  Price Fair  Upside Mkt   EPS 

 Rating (Rs)* Value (%)  cap. EPS  (Rs)  growth (%)  P/E (x)  P/BV (x)  RoE (%)  

Company   (Rs)  (Rs Cr) FY22E FY23E FY22E FY23E FY22E FY23E FY22E FY23E FY22E FY23E 

BPCL BUY 472 550 16.5  1,02,389   34.4   41.2   -49.0   19.8   13.7   11.5   2.1   2.0   14.3   17.9  

HDFC BUY 2553 3050 19.5  4,60,566   72.2   85.8   8.2   19.0   35.4   29.7   3.9   3.6   11.5   12.6  

Hindalco Industries BUY 394 500 26.8  88,576   42.7   44.6   67.2   4.4   9.2   8.8   1.2   1.0   13.4   12.4  

L&T Ltd BUY 1468 1850 26.0  2,06,154   70.8   94.7   45.7   33.6   20.7   15.5   3.1   2.8   15.2   19.0  

InterGlobe Aviation BUY 1759 2100 19.4  67,702   -93.3   129.5   34.7   NM   NM   13.6   23.1   8.0   NM   96.6  

Mahindra & Mahindra BUY 808 975 20.7  1,00,444   38.9   52.9   33.9   36.2   20.8   15.3   2.4   2.1   11.9   14.5 

Source: Kotak Institutional Equitites Research; *The above valuation summary is based on closing prices as on 31 May 2021. 
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Global Indices Performance (in %) – for May 2021 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Kotak Securities – Private Client Group 

Sectoral Indices: % Chg in May 2021 

 
Source: Bloomberg, Kotak Securities – Private Client Group 
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Dated:  31st May 2021 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Our fair value of Rs.550 offers an upside of 16.5% from current market price. 

Rationale: 
• Normalized result below expectations due to lower realized marketing margins. 

• The privatization process seems to be inching forward gradually. 

• Sum-of-the-parts fair value is Rs550.  

• Improving refining outlook, normalization of marketing margins & privatization. 

 

Q4FY21 Earnings update: 

    Positives: 

• Crude throughput increased sequentially on expected lines. 

• Normalized refining margins at US$2.5/bbl, at a premium to benchmark. 

• Adj. net income of Rs5329.9 cr (EPS of Rs25.5) was up 71% qoq.  

• BPCL declared final dividend of Rs58. 

     Negatives: 

• Normalized operating profit was below our estimate at ~Rs2140 cr in Q4FY21. 

• Underlying marketing margins declined 24% qoq to Rs5,298/ton. 
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This is a synopsis of the Research report issued by Kotak Securities Limited. This is not a comprehensive report 
and before taking any investment decision we request you to refer the detailed report including disclaimers by 
clicking here: https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental. Further, the recipient of this 
material should take their own professional advice before investing.  
  

Holding Period: 12 months. Disclaimer: http://bit.ly/2n5AxIE 

Result Update 

Current Market Price (CMP) 
Rs.472 

Target Price 
Rs.550 

BPCL (BPCL) – BUY 

 

For detailed report dated 28th May 2021. Note: CMP & valuation may differ due to difference in dates. Click here 

https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental
http://bit.ly/2n5AxIE
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/php/showpdf.php?q=NzkzMTRfMV9CUENMXzI4TWF5MjFfS290YWtfSW5zdC5wZGY=


Dated: 31st May 2021 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Our Fair value is Rs.3050 offering potential upside of 19.5% from current price 

Rationale: 
• Defensive (salaried housing loans) portfolio bodes better than its pro-cyclical non-bank peers 

• Remains best play on improving housing demand after the exit of many of its peers 

• We expect medium-term core Return on equities to inch up to 15% from 13% in FY20 

• HDFC trades at 3.6X FY23E book value 

• At our revised fair value, it will trade at 2.75X June 2023E (Subsidiaries contribute ~50%). 
 

Q4FY21 Earnings update: 

    Positives: 

• Core business performance supported by Net interest margin; Growth Improved 

• Net interest income growth was at 14% yoY 

• 10% yoy growth in AUMs driven by 13% growth in individual loan book 
 (AUM – Asset under management) 

• GNPL was almost flat yoy at ~2%; Collections in the individual book increased to 98% 
 (GNPL – Gross Non-performing loans) 

 

     Negatives: 

• Core Net interest margin expanded 0.2% to 2.86%, lower than 3% in Q3FY21 

• Operating expenses were up 41% yoy; cost-to-average AUM was up 0.8% to 0.36% 
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Result Update 

Current Market Price (CMP) 
Rs.2,553 

Target Price 
Rs.3,050 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

HDFC (HDFC) – BUY 

 

 

For detailed report dated 10th May 2021. Note: CMP & valuation may differ due to difference in dates. 

 
 

Click here 

https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental
http://bit.ly/2n5AxIE
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/php/showpdf.php?q=Nzg4MDFfMV9IREZDXzA5TWF5MjFfS290YWtfSW5zdC5wZGY=


Dated:  31st May 2021 

Our fair value of Rs500 offers upside of 26.9% from current market price. 

Rationale: 
• 4QFY21 India EBITDA was ahead of estimate led by lower costs at aluminum division.

• In FY22E, India aluminum division should benefit from strong aluminum prices.

• Novelis should benefit from higher scrap spreads & ramp-up in auto segment volume.

• Attractive risk-reward with deleveraging & structural growth tailwinds, maintain BUY.

• We value HNDL domestic business at 5x and Novelis at 7x Mar’23E EBITDA
(Earnings Before Interest, Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation).

Q4FY21 Earnings update: 

  Positives: 

• India aluminum EBITDA/ton of US$658/ton was led by 7% qoq higher LME prices.

• Novelis, earlier, reported yet another quarter with +US$500/ton margin in 4QFY21.

• Copper EBITDA recovered to Rs270cr led by higher volumes & by-product credits.

  Negatives: 

• Aluminum cost of production increased by 1%qoq in 4QFY21.

• HNDL expects ~4%qoq increase in aluminum cost of production in 1QFY22.
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This is a synopsis of the Research report issued by Kotak Securities Limited. This is not a comprehensive report 
and before taking any investment decision we request you to refer the detailed report including disclaimers by 
clicking here: https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental. Further, the recipient of this 
material should take their own professional advice before investing.  
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Result Update 

Current Market Price (CMP) 
Rs.394 

Target Price 
Rs.500 

Hindalco Industries (HNDL) – BUY 

For detailed report dated 22nd May 2021. Note: CMP & valuation may differ due to difference in dates.Click here 

https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental
http://bit.ly/2n5AxIE
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/php/showpdf.php?q=NzkxMzdfMV9IaW5kYWxjb18yMk1heTIxX0tvdGFrX0luc3QucGRm


Dated: 31st May 2021 

Our price target of Rs.1,850 offers upside of 26% from current market price. 

Rationale: 
• Reported a healthy and in-line operating result, Internals supportive of rerating.

• L&T’s order backlog appears healthy both on execution and profitability.

• We factor 15% hit-rate in L&T’s Rs9.6 lakh cr order prospects pipeline for FY22.

• L&T to deliver high-teens PAT CAGR over FY20-23 and high dividend payout ratio.

• We arrive at sum of the parts (SoTP) based fair value of Rs1,850.

Q4FY21 Earnings update: 

  Positives: 

• 6/14% yoy growth in the core E&C business revenues & operating profit (EBITDA).

• Outperformance on margin helps more than offset for weakness in profitability.

• FY21 was a year of healthy recovery in margins, cash flows and order share gains.

• 31% of consolidated backlog comes from projects with multilateral funding.

• L&T’s cash flow generation has improved meaningfully versus FY10-15 period.

  Negatives: 

• A large deferred tax charge led to a 17% miss in reported PAT (+2% YoY).

` ` 
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Result Update 

Current Market Price (CMP) 
Rs.1,468 

Target Price 
Rs.1,850 

L&T – BUY 

For detailed report dated 15th May 2021. Note: CMP & valuation may differ due to difference in dates.Click here 

https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental
http://bit.ly/2n5AxIE
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/php/showpdf.php?q=Nzg5MzlfMV9MVF8xNU1heTIxX0tvdGFrX0luc3QucGRm


Dated:  31st May 2021 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Our fair value of Rs.2,100 offers 19.4% upside from the current market price. 

Rationale: 
• Competitive environment at present is more benign. 

• Go Air’s DRHP corroborates the large cost benefits of fleet modernization.  
 (DRHP - Draft Red Herring Prospectus) 

• We cut FY22 estimates while maintaining FY23 estimates. 

• We expect earnings per share (EPS) Rs129.5 in FY23E. 

• Stock is trading at a PE of 13.6x FY23E EPS.  

 

Company update: 

    Positives: 

• Potential IPO of Go Air unlikely to increase competitive intensity. 

• Share of fuel-efficient aircraft will further increase over the next two years. 

• Fuel cost per ASK at current crude price is lower than FY20 average; should fall further 
 (ASK - Available Seat Kilometers) 

• Indigo is a net cash company; expect free cash flow in FY23E. 

     Negatives: 

• We expect Indigo to report net loss in FY22E. 
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Company Update 

Current Market Price (CMP) 
Rs.1,759 

Target Price 
Rs.2,100 

InterGlobe Aviation (INDIGO) - BUY 

 

 

For detailed report dated 18th May 2021. Note: CMP & valuation may differ due to difference in dates. 

 
Click here 

https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental
http://bit.ly/2n5AxIE
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/php/showpdf.php?q=NzkwMzlfMV9JbnRlckdsb2JlX0F2aWF0aW9uXzE4TWF5MjFfS290YWtfSW5zdC5wZGY=


Dated:  31st May 2021 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Our fair value of Rs.975 offers 20.7% upside from the current market price. 

Rationale: 
• Management has taken multiple steps to improve its capital allocation strategy. 

• Turnaround in international farm & auto subsidiaries will aid in meeting its RoE target. 
 RoE – Return on Equity 

• Company highlighted tractor segment fundamentals continue to remain strong. 

• We expect earnings per share (EPS) to grow by 33.9% in FY22E and 36.2% in FY23E. 

• Cheap valuations; value the stock on Sum of The Parts (SoTP) methodology. 

 

Q4FY21 Earnings update: 

    Positives: 

• Net revenues came in at Rs13,338 cr (+48% yoy), led by 33% yoy higher volumes. 

• Auto division revenues grew 43% yoy; Tractor division revenues increased 60% yoy 

• Tractor EBIT (Earnings before interest & depreciation) margin at 22% was up 440 bps yoy. 

• New Thar launch has spurred some optimism in automotive business. 

     Negatives: 

• In auto segment, semi-conductors shortage remained an area of concern for MM.  
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Result Update 

Current Market Price (CMP) 
Rs.808 

Target Price 
Rs.975 

Mahindra & Mahindra (MM) - BUY 

 

 

For detailed report dated 28th May 2021. Note: CMP & valuation may differ due to difference in dates. 

 

Click here 

https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/ResearchCall/Fundamental
http://bit.ly/2n5AxIE
https://www.kotaksecurities.com/ksweb/php/showpdf.php?q=NzkzNTZfMV9NYWhpbmRyYV9hbmRfTWFoaW5kcmFfMjhNYXkyMV9Lb3Rha19JbnN0LnBkZg==
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RATING SCALE (KOTAK SECURITIES – PRIVATE CLIENT GROUP) / KOTAK INSTITUTIONAL EQUITIES 
Definitions of ratings 
BUY – We expect the stock to deliver more than 15% returns over the next 12 months 
ADD – We expect the stock to deliver 5% - 15% returns over the next 12 months 
REDUCE – We expect the stock to deliver -5% - +5% returns over the next 12 months 
SELL – We expect the stock to deliver < -5% returns over the next 12 months 
NR – Not Rated. Kotak Securities is not assigning any rating or price target to the stock. The report has been prepared for

information purposes only.
SUBSCRIBE – We advise investor to subscribe to the IPO. 
RS – Rating Suspended. Kotak Securities has suspended the investment rating and price target for this stock, either because there 

is not a Sufficient fundamental basis for determining, or there are legal, regulatory or policy constraints around publishing, 
an investment rating or target. The previous investment rating and price target, if any, are no longer in effect for this stock 
and should not be relied upon. 

NA – Not Available or Not Applicable. The information is not available for display or is not applicable 
NM – Not Meaningful. The information is not meaningful and is therefore excluded. 
NOTE – Our target prices are with a 12-month perspective. Returns stated in the rating scale are our internal benchmark.
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Kotak Securities Limited established in 1994, is a subsidiary of Kotak Mahindra Bank Limited. Kotak Securities is one of India's largest brokerage and distribution house.  
Kotak Securities Limited is a corporate trading and clearing member of BSE Limited (BSE), National Stock Exchange of India Limited (NSE), Metropolitan Stock Exchange 
of India Limited (MSE), National Commodity and Derivatives Exchange (NCDEX) and Multi Commodity Exchange (MCX). Our businesses include stock broking, services 
rendered in connection with distribution of primary market issues and financial products like mutual funds and fixed deposits, depository services and Portfolio 
Management. 
Kotak Securities Limited is also a depository participant with National Securities Depository Limited (NSDL) and Central Depository Services (India) Limited (CDSL). 
Kotak Securities Limited is also registered with Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority as Corporate Agent for Kotak Mahindra Old Mutual Life Insurance 
Limited and is also a Mutual Fund Advisor registered with Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI). We are registered as a Research Analyst under SEBI (Research 
Analyst) Regulations, 2014. 
We hereby declare that our activities were neither suspended nor we have defaulted with any stock exchange authority with whom we are registered in last five years. 
However SEBI, Exchanges and Depositories have conducted the routine inspection and based on their observations have issued advise/warning/deficiency letters/ or 
levied minor penalty on KSL for certain operational deviations. We have not been debarred from doing business by any Stock Exchange / SEBI or any other authorities; 
nor has our certificate of registration been cancelled by SEBI at any point of time.  
We offer our research services to clients as well as our prospects. 
This document is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely for your information and must not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person. 
Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to observe these restrictions. 
This material is for the personal information of the authorized recipient, and we are not soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not to be construed as an offer 
to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It is for the general information of clients 
of Kotak Securities Ltd. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of 
individual clients. 
We have reviewed the report, and in so far as it includes current or historical information, it is believed to be reliable though its accuracy or completeness cannot be 
guaranteed. Neither Kotak Securities Limited, nor any person connected with it, accepts any liability arising from the use of this document. The recipients of this material 
should rely on their own investigations and take their own professional advice. Price and value of the investments referred to in this material may go up or down. Past 
performance is not a guide for future performance. Certain transactions -including those involving futures, options and other derivatives as well as non-investment 
grade securities - involve substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. Reports based on technical analysis centers on studying charts of a stock's price 
movement and trading volume, as opposed to focusing on a company's fundamentals and as such, may not match with a report on a company's fundamentals. 
Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only. While we endeavor to update on a reasonable basis the information discussed 
in this material, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that prevent us from doing so. Prospective investors and others are cautioned that any forward-
looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. Our proprietary trading and investment businesses may make investment 
decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations expressed herein. 
Kotak Securities Limited has two independent equity research groups: Institutional Equities and Private Client Group. This report has been prepared by the Private Client 
Group.  
We and our affiliates/associates, officers, directors, and employees, Research Analyst(including relatives) worldwide may: (a) from time to time, have long or short 
positions in, and buy or sell the securities thereof, of company (ies) mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such securities and earn 
brokerage or other compensation or act as a market maker in the financial instruments of the subject company/company (ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or 
lender / borrower to such company (ies) or have other potential/material conflict of interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions 
at the time of publication of Research Report or at the time of public appearance. Kotak Securities Limited (KSL) may have proprietary long/short position in the above 
mentioned scrip(s) and therefore may be considered as interested. The views provided herein are general in nature and does not consider risk appetite or investment 
objective of particular investor; readers are requested to take independent professional advice before investing. This should not be construed as invitation or solicitation 
to do business with KSL. Kotak Securities Limited is also a Portfolio Manager. Portfolio Management Team (PMS) takes its investment decisions independent of the 
PCG research and accordingly PMS may have positions contrary to the PCG research recommendation. Kotak Securities Limited does not provide any promise or 
assurance of favourable view for a particular industry or sector or business group in any manner. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors 
including their financial condition, suitability to risk return profile and take professional advice before investing. 
The analyst for this report certifies that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect his or her personal views about the subject company or companies 
and its or their securities, and no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be, directly or indirectly related to specific recommendations or views expressed in this 
report. 
No part of this material may be duplicated in any form and/or redistributed without Kotak Securities' prior written consent. 
Details of Associates are available on www.kotak.com 
1. “Note that the research analysts contributing to the research report may not be registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA; and 
2.  Such research analysts may not be associated persons of Kotak Mahindra Inc and therefore, may not be subject to NASD Rule 2711 restrictions on communications

with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account 
Any U.S. recipients of the research who wish to effect transactions in any security covered by the report should do so with or through Kotak Mahindra Inc. (Member 
FINRA/SIPC) and (ii) any transactions in the securities covered by the research by U.S. recipients must be effected only through Kotak Mahindra Inc. (Member 
FINRA/SIPC) at 369 Lexington Avenue 28th Floor NY NY 10017 USA (Tel:+1 212-600-8850). 
Kotak Securities Limited and its non US affiliates may, to the extent permissible under applicable laws, have acted on or used this research to the extent that it relates 
to non US issuers, prior to or immediately following its publication. This material should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any 
security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. This research report and its respective contents do not constitute an offer or invitation 
to purchase or subscribe for any securities or solicitation of any investments or investment services. Accordingly, any brokerage and investment services including the 
products and services described are not available to or intended for Canadian persons or US persons.” 
Research Analyst has served as an officer, director or employee of subject company(ies): No 
We or our associates may have received compensation from the subject company(ies) in the past 12 months.  
We or our associates have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company(ies) in the past 12 months: No 
We or our associates may have received compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company(ies) in the past 
12 months. We or our associates may have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage 
services from the subject company(ies) in the past 12 months. We or our associates may have received compensation or other benefits from the subject company(ies) 
or third party in connection with the research report. Our associates may have financial interest in the subject company(ies). 
Research Analyst or his/her relative's financial interest in the subject company(ies): No 
Kotak Securities Limited has financial interest in the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of Research Report:  
BPCL, HDFC, Hindalco Industries, L&T, Interglobe Aviation, Mahindra & Mahindra - Yes 
Nature of financial interest is holding of equity shares or derivatives of the subject company. 
Our associates may have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of 
publication of Research Report.  
Research Analyst or his/her relatives has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately 
preceding the date of publication of Research Report: No.  
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Kotak Securities Limited has actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities of the subject company(ies) at the end of the month immediately preceding the date 
of publication of Research Report: No  
Subject company(ies) may have been client during twelve months preceding the date of distribution of the research report. 
"A graph of daily closing prices of securities is available at https://www.nseindia.com/ChartApp/install/charts/mainpage.jsp and 
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/stock-quotes. (Choose a company from the list on the browser and select the "three years" icon in the price 
chart)." 
Kotak Securities Limited. Registered Office: 27 BKC, C 27, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (E), Mumbai 400051. CIN: U99999MH1994PLC134051, Telephone 
No.: +22 43360000, Fax No.: +22 67132430. Website: www.kotak.com/www.kotaksecurities.com. Correspondence Address: Infinity IT Park, Bldg. No 21, Opp. Film City 
Road, A K Vaidya Marg, Malad (East), Mumbai 400097. Telephone No: 42856825. SEBI Registration No: INZ000200137 (Member ID: NSE-08081; BSE-673; MSE-1024; 
MCX-56285; NCDEX-1262), AMFI ARN 0164, PMS INP000000258 and Research Analyst INH000000586. NSDL/CDSL: IN-DP-NSDL-23-97. Our research should not be 
considered as an advertisement or advice, professional or otherwise. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk factors including their financial 
condition, suitability to risk return profile and the like and take professional advice before investing. Investments in securities market are subject to market risks, read 
all the related documents carefully before investing. Derivatives are a sophisticated investment device. The investor is requested to take into consideration all the risk 
factors before actually trading in derivative contracts. Compliance Officer Details: Mr. Manoj Agarwal. Call: 022 - 4285 8484, or Email: ks.compliance@kotak.com. 
In case you require any clarification or have any concern, kindly write to us at below email ids: 
 Level 1: For Trading related queries, contact our customer service at 'service.securities@kotak.com' and for demat account related queries contact us at 

ks.demat@kotak.com or call us on: Toll free numbers 18002099191 / 1860 266 9191 

 Level 2: If you do not receive a satisfactory response at Level 1 within 3 working days, you may write to us at ks.escalation@kotak.com or call us on 022-42858445 
and if you feel you are still unheard, write to our customer service HOD at ks.servicehead@kotak.com or call us on 022-42858208. 

 Level 3: If you still have not received a satisfactory response at Level 2 within 3 working days, you may contact our Compliance Officer (Mr. Manoj Agarwal) at 
ks.compliance@kotak.com or call on 91- (022) 4285 8484. 

 Level 4: If you have not received a satisfactory response at Level 3 within 7 working days, you may also approach Managing Director / CEO (Mr. Jaideep Hansraj)
at ceo.ks@kotak.com or call on 91-(022) 4285 8301. 
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